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Summary

Condition-based maintenance continues to be a popular maintenance tactic for expensive, complex, and multi-component assets. The proliferation of condition-monitoring techniques and the ubiquity of maintenance databases make it possible to employ a wide variety of data-driven, evidence-based maintenance policies. In this presentation some recent developments in condition-based maintenance for repairable equipment are described. We consider optimizing maintenance decisions that include minimizing cost and maximizing asset availability, as well as optimizing the condition-monitoring inspection interval. We also present a framework for elicitation of expert knowledge when reliability data are sparse or unavailable. We will provide real-world industrial examples of these techniques. Case studies will include food processing industry (vibration monitoring), mining and shipping equipment such as diesel engines (oil analysis) and transportation equipment such as traction motor bearings (visual inspection).

The presentation will also illustrate what the new EXAKT software for condition-based maintenance may be able to do to assist in smart CBM developed at the C-MORE Center at the University of Toronto.

Modalità di partecipazione

L’incontro è aperto al pubblico e non prevede quote di partecipazione. Si richiede, per esigenze organizzative, di comunicare la propria adesione entro martedì 25 maggio, compilando il modulo on-line alla pagina web www.amegmi.org/eventi.

Per maggiori informazioni su come raggiungere la sede dell’incontro, è possibile consultare il sito dell’Università degli Studi di Bergamo (www.unibg.it) alla voce “Sedi Universitarie”.
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